
The new Op�ka 6 line of riflescopes, combines the performance and reliability of the MeoPro line with a 6x zoom range. 
These rifle scopes are designed to give hunters the premium features expected from the Meopta brand, at an affordable 
price. All Op�ka 6 rifle scopes are available with patented Dichrotech re�cles that enable hunter to more easily spot and 
aim at their targets in unfavourable light condi�ons, and likewise all models are available with the SFP op�on and with 
many types of re�cles. Our product line also includes re�cles specific for the .223 and 6.5 Creedmoor calibres. Models 
with 3-18, 4,5-27 and 5-30 magnifica�on are fi�ed with an exposed locking eleva�on adjustment knob. 

They enable quick adjustment when out in the terrain without fear of accidental turns. 
The 4.5-27x50 model is equipped with the zero-stop func�on for simple rese�ng to zero, 
regardless of the intended shoo�ng distance. Op�ka 6 rifle scopes are available with FFP 
MIL re�cles and exposed or covered locking bu�ons on all models except the 1-6x24. 
The 5-30x56 model has a characteris�c 34mm tube, which enables a wide range of 
se�ngs for precision long range shoo�ng. The Op�ka 6 series of rifle scopes provides 
the latest technology and outstanding performance and is intended for the most 
demanding hunters and shooters.
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DichroTech technology carefully applies a selected 
dichroic coa�ng on to a given structure of the re�cle. 
It then transmits the selected colour while 
reflec�ng a different colour. The transmi�ed colour 
is dark orange (fur colour of big game), the reflected 
colour is light green. The ra�o between the 
transmi�ed and the reflected colour is selected to 
be rela�vely balanced at twilight. In full light 
condi�ons, the dichroic structure behaves like an 
orange filter, which has an advantage: thick lines do 
not obscure a part of the target, it is rendered orange. 
At the same �me, it increases the contrast between 
the orange and the other colours, i.e. the fur of big 
game appears more dis�nct. At twilight, the dichroic 
structure behaves like an orange filter only on an 
orange background, whilst for other colours the
reflected light green colour dominates. 

The part of the re�cle overlapping the fur of big game 
appears orange to the hunter, whilst the part of the 
re�cle lying outside the target is light green. That is 
the main advantage - the ability to spot game is 
significantly increased. At night / very advanced 
darkness, the dichroic re�cle behaves like a standard 
black one. Re�cles with DichroTech technology can 
include an illumina�ng red dot or a cross. When 
observing game that does not have a dark orange fur 
colour (wild boar, mountain goat, etc.), during the day 
the dichroic structure behaves like a normal orange 
filter, at twilight it has a light green impermeable 
structure. When observing a high-contrast scene 
(viewing an illuminated area through bushes out of a 
dark forest), the dichroic structure may intermi�ently 
change from orange to light green, which may not suit 
everyone.



Optika HD Binoculars
Op�ka HD line. The fluoride HD op�cal system delivers the best image quality in this category, robust 
rubberised magnesium body provides high reliability even in the roughest natural condi�ons. Op�ka HD 
binoculars are available in 8x42 and 10x42 configura�ons.
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